Detection and Segmentation of Pectoral Muscle on MLO-View Mammogram Using Enhancement Filter.
The presence of predominant density region of the pectoral muscle in Medio-Lateral Oblique (MLO) view of the mammograms can affect or bias the results of mammograms processing for breast cancer detection using intensity based methods. Therefore, to improve the diagnostic performance of breast cancer detection using computer-aided system, identification and segmentation of pectoral muscle is an important task. This paper presents, an intensity based approach to identify the pectoral region in mammograms. In the presented approach enhancement mask and threshold technique is used to enhance and select the pectoral region and boundary points respectively, to find the boundary of pectoral muscle. Then curve fitting by Least Square Error (LSE) method is used to refine the rough initial boundaries. The proposed approach was applied on 320 mammograms from mini-Mammographic Image Analysis Society (mini-MIAS) database of 322 mammograms, with acceptable rate of 96.56% from radiologist experts. The performance evaluation for pectoral muscle segmentation, based on Hausdorff distance (H d ), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) rate, shows the usefulness and effectiveness of the proposed approach.